
Winter Tour  (Jan - Mar)01 TOCHIGI/FUKUSHIMA/CHIBA

DAY1  NARITA A.P ▷ ▷①Nikko Toshogu Shrine

▷② Ouchizyuku ▷Hotel Check in

▷Ashinomaki onsen

DAY2 Hotel           ▷③Samurai House ▷④Tsuruga catsle

▷⑤Strawberry Picking ▷Hotel Check In
▷Dake onsen

DAY3 Hotel ▷⑥Walk around Dake ▷⑦Ryusenji Temple Zazen

▷⑧Expirence Making WAGASHI ▷⑨Sake brewery

▷⑩Shopping＆Dinner ▷Hotel Check In ※Option BAR hopping
▷Nihonmatsu City          

DAY4 Hotel           ▷⑪ Aqua Marine Fukushima ▷

▷Shopping at AEON MALL NARITA ▷Hotel Check In
▷NARITA  Hotel       

DAY5 Hotel ▷NARITA A.P   ▷BKK

TOKYO

FUKUSHIMA

NARITA

TOCHIGI



Tourist spot

Nikko Toshogu Shrine
https://www.visitnikko.jp/en/

Nikko Toshogu is a Shinto shrine situated in Nikko, 
Tochigi Prefecture. The shrine is part of the 
“Shrines and Temples of Nikko,” listed in 1999 as a 
World Heritage site. It is the mausoleum of Ieyasu
Tokugawa, who founded the Tokugawa Shogunate 
in 1603 and passed away in 1615. The original 
temple was rebuilt into the spectacular complex by 
the third Shogun Iemitsu in 1636 to demonstrate 
the power of the Tokugawa Shogunate. The 
buildings in the precincts are world-famous for an 
abundance of colorful and elaborate sculptures 
depicting plants and animals as well as imaginary 
creatures.

Ouchijuku
https://ouchi-juku.com/

Aizu Bukeyashiki
Old Samurai House
https://aizuwakamatsu.mylocal.jp/en_US/trip/spot-list/-
/spotdetail/spotinfo/1000000069/3999496

① ② ③

ouchijuku is a former post station located in 
Minamiaizu-gun,Fukushima Prefecture. Because of its 
historical significance, the entire town is designated 
as an important preservation district of historic 
buildings. The central point of Ouchijuku’s tourist
spots is this preserves district . The district is home to 
numerous eateries, souvenir shops,
accommodations and more, all with thatched roofs. 
Enjoy a stroll through the townscape  as you think 
about the Edo Period(1603-1868) in which these 
buildings were constructed. If you’re willing to travel 
a littie distance from Ouchijuku, other recommended 
spots include the To-no-Hetsuri, a cliff which forms 
over a period of 1 million years, another important 
preservation destrict of  historic buildings called 
Mazawa Magariya Village, and the Aizu Tajima Gion-
kan which will  introduce you to the 800 years of 
culture behind the festivals in this region.

"History Impressive Museum Aizu Samurai Residence" 
is a facility whose mission is to pass down and 
disseminate the history and culture of Aizu centered 
on Aizu Samurai Road. The 2300 tsubo Aizu feudal lord 
Saigo Yoromo's residence is a magnificent Japanese-
style building using zelkova, cypress, and cedar wood. 
Is remembered. In addition, there are many 
attractions such as a historical museum, a rice mill, a 
camphouse and a teahouse, which are important 
cultural properties of the prefecture. There is also a 
painting experience corner for Akabeko and Kyudo 
Koboshi, and you can get a prize by hitting the target 
in the archery experience.



Tourist spot

When the castle was constructed nearly 600 years 
ago,it was just a traditional Japanese building. 
However,many famous Japanese military commanders 
successfully ruled the castle, as it was a key castle 
located at the center of the Tohoku Area. Around 400 
years ago, the castle tower was built, and the castle was 
officially named “Tsurugajo castle”. During the Boshin
Civil War that occurred at the end of the Edo Period, 
many Aizu Citizens were held inside the castle as it was 
relentlessly attackes by the Meiji government army for 
a period of one month. Eventually , the  Aizu clan was 
forced to surrender After the Meiji Period in  1874, 
Tsurugajo Castle, which was once called impregnable, 
was completely torn down, except for the stone walls 
surrounding the perimeters. The current canstle tower 
was rebuilt in 1965. 

Walk around Dake Area 
Stamp Rally for Zodiac
https://www.dakeonsen.or.jp/sanpo

④ ⑤ ⑥

Tsuruga Catsle
https://www.tsurugajo.com/language/eng/

Marunaka Farm Strawberry Picking

http://zao-kan.net/

Why don't you fully enjoy the ripe strawberries that 
have been lovingly grown in the beautiful freshly 
completed strawberries house! !! A great location 
overlooking Mt. Adatara under the "real sky" created 
by Chieko Sho.
Fill your chest with clear air ❤ Fill your stomach with 
strawberries from Marunaka Farm ❤ In the 2021 
season, you can enjoy 11 kinds of strawberries.

Twelve stone pillars carved with pictures of zodiac 
animals are scattered. It is an experience to print 
each picture on 12 postcards and collect them while 
enjoying a walk in the hot spring town. This zodiac is 
a work by the great artists of Chusaku Oyama and 
Kenta Hashimoto, who are related to Nihonmatsu 
City, who worked on the original drawings and 
sculptures.



Tourist spot

Ryusenji Temple
Expirence Zazen & Shogun L/C

Expirence making Wagashi Sake Brewery

⑦ ⑧ ⑨

Conducting a Zen experience that calms the mind 
and creates time to face oneself Before meditation, 
there is a lecture on posture and attitude from the 
chief priest.
At Ryusenji Temple, you will have a luxurious lunch 
that looks like a shogun's set. The bento box is a 
special box created by a local craftsman, Hashimoto 
Buddhist Equipment Store, with the motif of "Sho".

Miso Manju, which has inherited the traditional 
taste of the five generations since its establishment, 
is a very popular confectionery shop Matsumoto. 
With a lecture by a craftsman, you can experience 
making delicious Japanese sweets with a seasonal 
motif. * The photo is also an image of Japanese 
sweets

Although it is a talented group that has won 
the award at the sake appraisal, most of the 
sake produced is locally drunk, so it is a local 
sake that is rarely produced outside the 
prefecture



Tourist spot

BAR Hopping

Nihonmatsu is an area that is nurtured by the 
abundant nature of Mt. Adatara and has four 
unique sake breweries. There are about 30 bars in 
Nihonmatsu that you can walk around. It is a plan 
that you can enjoy Nihonmatsu original cocktails 
and snacks using sake lees at each store. (Bottom 
left of photo) Memory cocktail "Shinshin-tei". An 
original cocktail poured into a box using sake and 
grapefruit. (* Subject to change)

Aqua Marine Fukushima
https://www.aquamarine.or.jp/

⑩

One of the largest aquariums in Tohoku where you 
can enjoy learning. Exhibiting more than 800 
species of creatures under the theme of the sea of 
tides. At the children's experience center 
"Aquamarine Egg" with the world's largest touch 
pool "Jaime Beach", you can enjoy fishing 
experience and charcoal grilling experience with 
your family and group.

⑪



Land Cost
■BUS 

40seat Luxury Tipe/3 trunks/1 Driver/Exclude parking fee, Tool way fee and driver cost
■Accomodation

1st day Ashinomaki prince hotel or similar 
Japanese room or Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal:Dinner and Breakfast

2nd day Dakeonsen Azumakan or similar
Japanese room or Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal:Dinner and Breakfast

3rd day  Nihonmatsu city Route Inn Nihonmatsu or similar
Western room 【TWN or DBL】Meal:Breakfast only

4rd day  ANA Crown Plaza Narita Hotel or similar
Western room 【TWN or DBL】Meal:Breakfast only

■Sightseeing&Expirence cost
Include

■Meal    Breakfast 4times     Lunch 4times   Dinner 4times Exclude Beverage and extra food.
■Guide  Exclude ※If you need please ask me. I can arrange guide

MIRAI TABI CLUB Co.,Ltd
6-3 Tsurushiromachi Wakabayashiku

Sendai city,Miyagi Japan
Tel.+81-22-782-0833 Fax.022-782-0834

E-mail n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp
Incharge N.Takaya & M.Hayasaka

Please contact us as the price 
will change due to seasonality

mailto:n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp

